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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Sir,
I send you the revised form of the pre-accept m.n. FAMILY PHYSICIAN AND ENDOCRINOLOGIST COORDINATION……., to BMC Endocrine Disorder, according to formatting requirements. I had holidays the lasts two weeks.
The following formatting changes have been performed:
- Keywords, word-count and running title have been deleted.
- Author list in the m.s. has been written exactly as in the submissions system.
  Qualifications and titles have been removed.
- Affiliations have been written in full.
- Abbreviations are included after the conclusions section
- Unnecessary capitals have been removed from section headings
- Abstract has been structured as indicated
- Introduction has been renamed background.
- Authors contributions has been changed to Authors´ contributions
- All blank pages have been removed
- Figure has been deleted in the m.n. file, and will be upload as separate on the submission system.
- Website address has been included in the availability section.

Sorry again for send you the revised form today after my holidays.
With best wishes,

Alfonso L. Calle-Pascual